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MATHEMATICS 
THE COHOMOTOPY GROUPS OF STONE-CECH INCREMENTS 
BY 
ALLAN CALDER 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. DE GROOT tit the meeting of June 26, 1971) 
In this paper it is shown that if a space X ia of a certain type, that 
we shall call extractable, then the uniform homotopy classes of maps from 
X to Sn (see DOWKER [Di]) determine the nth cohomotopy group nn(NX) 
of the space NX =@X\X, where PX is the Stone-Tech compactification 
of X. Considering this in conjunction with the result in [Cl], that for 
n> 1 every map from Rfl or R+n (n-dimensional Euclidean space or half 
space) to Sa is uniformly homotopio to a constant map, yields the 
following : 
Theorem : For n > 1; nf$‘fR~) = nn(NB+b) = 0. 
This Theorem is used to give a new proof of the result of JERISON, 
SIEGEL and WEINGRAM [JSW] that finite dimensional locally compact 
metrizable abelian groups are determined locally by their local increments. 
It is also shown that by using cohomotopy groups we can distinguish 
NR2 from NR+2 and thus that the local increments of a olosed 2-disc 
determine the space locally. 
The paper is in four sections. In the f&t necessary conditions on a 
space X are given in order that dim NX<n. From this it is easily shown 
that Rn, R+* and all n-dimensional locally compact groups have Stone- 
Tech increments with covering dimension n. Uniform homotopy and 
extractable spaces are diacusaed in section 2. Section 3 contains the proof 
of the main theorem and se&ion 4 is devoted to looal increments. 
Conventions : All spaces in this paper are assumed to be locally compact, 
completely regular and Hausdorff. By a map we mean a continuous 
function. The unit interval of the real line R ia as usual denoted by I. 
Euclidean n-space is denoted by Rn and 
Dn ={x f Rn: llzlj< l}, 
23" ={czRn: Ilxll<l), 
LY~-~={x E Rn: jlzll= l), 
R+" ={@I, . . . . x~)ER~:z~>O). 
1) This paper is based on part of the Author’s Ph. D. thesis done under the 
Supervision of Professor C. H. Dowker to whom the Author expreesea thanks for 
inspircttion and advice. 
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0 1. DIMENSION OF STONE-TECH INCREMENTS 
Definition : For any space X a map f : X +- Da+1 is called essential 
if there does not exist a map g: X + Sn such that gjf-lL3n=flf-W. 
In [A] ALEXANDROFF showed that for a normal space X we have 
dim X>n if and only if there is an essential map f : X --f Bn+l. 
Lemma 1: If X is a normal space and X contains a closed subset 
E = 0 Eg, where {&}~, is a locally finite oollection of disjoint closed 
i-1 
subsets of X and dim Eg>n for all i, then dim NX 9 n. 
Proof: By AlexandroE’s result, for each i there is an essential map 
fr : Et --f gn+l. Let f : E + Dn+l be the map defined by f I& = ft and put 
f=fS@VE, where fS is the extension of f to BE. 
Suppose p is inessential. Then there exists a map g : NE + Sn such that 
g&W =~&W. We can extend g to a map 
g’ : NE u f-h9 -+ SA by putting 9’1 f-1Sa = f If%!!@. 
Now since Sn is an ANR (Absolute Neighborhood Retract) g’ can be 
extended to a map g”: U --t Sn for some open neighborhood U of 
NE u f-16’~ in BE. But (Eg}E1 is locally finite and ,8E\U is compact and 
so Eg C U for all but a finite number of i. This is a contradiction. For if 
Et, C U for any i. then g”lfG’Sfi =/#W which contradicts the essential- 
ness of fto. Hence 4 is essential and dim NE >n. Thus dim NX>n since 
NE is a closed subset of NX. 
For any space X we have dim X=dim /?X and NX is closed if X is 
locally compact. So for locally compact X we get dim NX~dim X and 
hence the following: 
Corollary 1: dim NRn = dim NR+n = n. 
Proof: Put Es={x E Rn: 11x-(0, . . . . 0, i)ll<)). 
Corollary 2: For every n-dimensional group a, dim NB>n. 
Proof: Since every locally compact group is paracompact and for 
paracompact spaces dim coincides with lot. dim [Da] every point of an 
n-dimensional group has arbitrarily small n-dimensional closed neighbor- 
hoods. The result is obtained by taking E to be the union of disjoint 
n-dimensional closed neighborhoods of points of Q forming a locally Unite 
sequence. 
f 2. EXTRACTABLE SPACES 
Definition : (DOWKER) [Dl] Let X be a space and Y a metric space 
with metric e. Two maps f, g: X + Y are called uniformly homotopio if 
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there is a homotopy H: X x I + Y from f to g such that for any E> 0 
there is a 6>0 for which It-t’] <6 implies 
p(H(z, t), H(x, tf)) < E for all x E X. 
If f is uniformly homotopic to g we write f N g (mod /3). The reason for 
this notation is the following lemma. 
Lemma 2: Two maps f, g : X -+ Y, Y compact, are uniformly homo- 
topic if and only if there is a map HP : PX x I + Y such that HP@, 0) = f(a) 
and HP@, 1) =g(s) for all x E X. 
The proof is straight forward and so omitted. 
Definition : A space X is called extractable if for every compaot 
subset K of X there is a strong deformation retract A of X such that 
K C X\A and Clx(X\A) is compact. 
Lemma 3: The following are equivalent for a space X 
(a) X is extractable. 
(b) For some compactification CX of X every neighborhood of cX\X 
contains a neighborhood which is a strong deformation retraot of cX. 
(c) For any compactification CX of X every neighborhood of cX\X 
contains a neighborhood which is a strong deformation retract of cX. 
Proof: Suppose X is extractable and CX is any compactification of X. 
Let U be a neighborhood of cX\X in cX. Then cX\int U is compact 
and so there is a strong deformation retract A of X such that K C X\A 
and Clx(X\A) is compact. Hence A u (cX\X) is a neighborhood of cX\X 
and a strong deformation retract of cX. Thus (a) implies (0). 
Trivally (c) implies (b). Suppose (b) and assume X# 0, sinoe II is clearly 
extractable, then X is non-compact. If K is a compact subset of X then 
cX\K is an open neighborhood of cX\X and so contains an open neighbor- 
hood U which is a strong deformation retract of cX. But then U r\ X 
is a strong deformation retract of X such that K C X\V and Clx(X\U) 
is compact. Hence (b) implies (a). 
$ 3. THE COHOMOTOPY OF INCREMENTS 
It is usual to denote the collection of homotopy equivalence classes 
of maps X + Sn by n”(X). If X is 2n- 1 ooconneoted, i.e., if Hg(X)=O 
for q > 2% - 1, then n”(X) can be given a cannonical abelian group structure 
to become the nth cohomotopy group of X. Then ti is a oontra-variant 
fun&or from the category of topological spaces that are 2n - 1 cooonneoted, 
to the category of abelian groups ; which takes a map f : X + Y to a 
homorphism f * : nn(Y) + nn(X) defined by f*(b])=[sf]. (We use [.I to 
denote equivalence classes). For details on this paragraph consult [HI. 
Lemma 4: If X is extractable and cX is a compactification of X 
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such that CX and cX\X are 2n- 1 coconnected then the inclusion map i: 
cX\X --f cX induces an isomorphism i*: zfl(cX) --f nm(cX\X). 
This Lemma follows from the next two. 
Lemma 6: If X is an extractable space and cX is any compactifi- 
cation of X then any map f : cX\X + Sn has a homotopically unique 
extension to cX. 
Proof : Since Sm is an ANR and X is extractable, f can be extended 
to a map f: U + k3n, where U is a neighborhood of cX\X and a defor- 
mation retract of cX. Let r: CX + U be a retraction, then &: CX + 8% 
is an extension of f. 
Suppose fi and fs are both extensions off to cX. Since cX\X is compact 
there is a neighborhood V of cX\X which is a deformation retract of CX 
and is such that e(fil V, fsl V) < 1, where ,g is the Euclidean metric. So by 
the well known result we have that filV is homotopic to fsl V, (i.e. 
f1lV-f2lV). Let r’ be a deformation retract of cX to V then 
fl * (fll W’ -N (fil V)r = f2. 
Lemma 6: If X is an extractable space, cX any compactification of 
X and f, g : cX\X + Sn are homotopic maps then any extensions of f 
and g to cX are homotopic. 
Proof: Let H be a homotopy between f and g. Certainly Xx1 is 
extractable if X is extractable and so by lemma 5 it follows that H can 
be extended to a map a’ : CX x I + 8%. Now lemma 5 also tells us that 
for any extensions f’ and g’ off and g to cX we have f’ N HO’ and g’ N Hi’ 
and so f’ N g’. 
Prom Lemma 2 we know that there is a natural bijection between the 
uniform homotopy classes of maps X --f Sn and the homotopy classes 
of maps /3X --f S n. In [Cl] it is shown that every map from Rn or R+n 
into 8% is uniformly homotopic to a constant map for n> 1. Hence 
e(pRn) = nn(/?R+n) = 0, for n > 1. 
By Corollary 1 we have dim NR+n = n, so NR+n is n-ooconnected and 
since R+n is clearly extractable we get that 
nn( NR+*) = 0, for n > 1. 
Lemma 7: The inclusion map j : ,6Rn - Bn -+ /3Rn induces an iso- 
morphism 
for all nt>n>l. 
j* : e(pRn) + nm(/lRn- Bn), 
Proof : Let g be a map ,8Rn\B n -+ Bm then g]Sn-1 is homotopically 
trivial and so can be extended to Dn (see [ES]). Hence g can be extended 
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to pRn and j* is an epimorphism. If f, g : BRn --f Sm are maps such that 
fj(/?Rn\Bn) N gl(/?Rn\Bn) then f N g and so j* is an isomorphism. 
Since Rn\Bn is obviously extractable we have by lemmas 4 and 7 that 
nn(N(Rn\Bfi)) s e$?lRn - Bn) g e(pRn). 
But NRn is homomorphic to N(Rn\Bn) and so we have proved: 
Theorem 1: nn(NRfl) =nn(NR+m) = 0, for n > 1. 
Suppose X is a contractable space and f : X -+ S is a map. Then from 
[Di] there is a map q : X -+ R such that f = e* and if ~1, v’ : X + R 
correspond to f, f’ : X -+ S’ then v+ v’ corresponds to f + f’. Further f is 
uniformly homotopic to a constant if and only if v is bounded. So by 
lemma 2 we have that nl(/?X) with the group structure induced by S 
is isomorphic to C(X)/C*(X) w h ere C(X) is the group of real-valued maps 
from X under pointwise addition and C*(X) is the subgroup consisting 
of bounded maps. 
Now when ever the lirst cohomotopy group is defined it can be shown 
that it has the addition that is induced by S (see [HI) and so if /?X is 
1-coconnected we have 
7+X) s c(x)/c*(x). 
Although NR and NR+ are not 1-coconnected, the theory still goes 
through if we assume that d(NR) and nl(NR+) have the group structures 
induced by Si, and we obtain from Lemma 4 that 
and 
d(NR) g C(R)/C*(R) 
nltNR+) zs C(R+)/C*(R+). 
5 4. LOCAL INxEI~IENT~ 
Definition : If X is a space and x E X then N(K - (x}), where K 
is any compact neighborhood of x is called the local increment of X 
at x and denoted by N(X, x). 
The definition does not of course depend on the choice of K. 
In the case where X is a group we shall talk about the local increment 
of X since it is the same for each point. 
When is the following statement true ? “If X and Y are spaces and 
x E X and y E Y are such that N(X, x) = N( Y, y) then there are neighbor- 
hoods U of x and I’ of y such that (U, x) and (I’, y) are homeomorphic 
as pointed spaces.” 
It is certainly not true in general. For example: if z E NR and y E NZ 
then N(BR, z) = {z} and N(#?Z, y) = (y}, since the Stone-tech compactifi- 
cation is maximal, but 5 and y cannot have homeomorphic neighborhoods 
since every neighborhood of x contains a continuum and every neighbor- 
hood of y contains only a countable number of G8 points. 
But the statement is true if we put fairly strong conditions on X and Y. 
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Theorem 2: (JERISON, SEKIEL and WEINGRAM) [JSW]. 
Two finite dimensional locally compact metrizable abelian groups 
(LCMAG) have homeomorphic local increments if and only if they are 
locally homeomorphic. 
Proof: The sufficiency is trivial. 
Necessity: The problem is greatly reduced by the structure theorems 
for LCMAG which state that any n-dimensional LCMAG is locally homeo- 
morphic to Dn if it is locally connected and Dn x C if it is locally discon- 
nected, where C is the Cantor Set (0, l>” (see [HR]). So the local increment 
is either N(Dfi, 0) or N(Dn x C, (0, CO)), where ~0 is any point of the 
homeogeneous space C. 
If the two groups have different dimensions then it follows from lemma 1 
that the local increments have different dimensions and so the problem 
is that of showing that 
N(Dn, 0) #N(D” x C, (0, co)). 
For the case n= 1 the argument is simple since N(D1, 0) is disconnected 
and N(Dn x C, (0, CO)) is connected for all n [JSW]. 
Since Dn\{O> h is omeomorphic to Rn\Bn we know that nn(N(D*, O))=O 
for n> 1 and so we need only show that for n> 1 there is a homotopically 
non trivial map from N(Dn x C, (0, CO)) to 8%. 
Let Yn=Dmx C-((0, co)}. Th en Yn is an extractable space and so by 
lemmas 2 and 4 it is sufficient to find a uniform homotopically non trivial 
map from Yn to Sn for all n > 1. We shall in fact construct a homotopically 
nontrivial one. 
Consider C to be the classical “middle third” subset of I and CO to 
be a two sided limit of this subset. 
Define q+, q-: Dn + Sn by 
q*(z)=qi(% me-9 G)=(% *--P % f (1-[l~112)'). 
For each positive integer k let ?nk: Dn + 8% be defined by 
h-d {8k};1 be a monotonically decreasing sequence of points of I-C 
converging to CO such that (s&+1, 8k) n c# 0 and put SO= 1. Let (tk}~xl 
be a monotonically increasing sequence of points of I-C converging to CO 
such that (tk, i&+1) n c#@ and put to = 0. 
Define: y: Yn+Sn by 
q++m#(x), when C E (a&+1, Sk), k= 0, 1, 2 . . . . 
( q-m&), when c E (tk, i&+1), k= 0, 1, 2 . . . . 
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The Theorem follows from: 
Lemma 8: The map y: Y” -+ Sn is homotopically nontrivial. 
Proof: Suppose there is a homotopy H: Y” x I -+ Sn between p and 
a constant map vo. Then there exists 6 > 0 such. that for x, x1 E ~9-1; 
~((x, c), (x’, c’)) ~6 and It--t’] ~6 implies e(H(x, c, t), H(x’, c’, t’)) < 1. Let 
d and d’ be points of C such that O<d-~<$d and O<co-d’<@ 
We define a map 19 from Z= (Dn x {d’, d}) u (Sn-1 x [d’, d]) to Sm by 
‘%x3 ‘)= 
i y(x, p), when x E Dn and p =d or d’, 
( y(x, d), when x E Sn-1 and p E [d’, d]. 
For x E 29-1 and t E I let Pl,,t,: I + D n+i denote the uniform line in 
Rn+l joining H(x, cl’, t) to H(x, d, t). 
Define F: ZxI + Dn+l by 
H(x,p, t), for XE Dn, p=d or cl’ and t E I, 
F(x, P, t) = 
for x E Sn-1, p E [d’, d] and t E I. 
From the definition of d and d’ we have that e(H(x, a’, t), H(x, a, t)) < 1 
and so 0 $ Pcz,s(I) for all x E Sn-1 and t E I. Thus the function F’ : 
2 x I --f Sn de&red by F’(z) = 
PC4 
- is well defined and Fo’ = 13 and PI’ = vo. 
llF@)Il 
For p E I we have that 
e(Pht) (P,), Pw,t7 (PI) Q max ie(Pw) G), Pw,t7 (41. 
i-o.1 
But Dn x (a’, a) is compact and so given E > 0 there exist a 6’ > 0 such that 
eW(x, a, t), H(x’, a, 0) < 4~ 
and 
e(H(x, d’, t), H(x’, d’, t’)) < 3~ 
provided e(x, x’) <S’ and It - t’l < 6’. 
Therefore 
e(F(x, P, 0, F(x’, P’, f)) ~8, 
provided ,o(x, x’) < 8, It - t’l < 6’ and ]p -p’l < )E. 
So F is continuous thus so is F’ and we have a homotopy between 0 
and vo. But if 0 is homotopioally trivial it would follow that the identity 
map on Sn is also. Hence we have a contradiction and y is nontrivial. 
A fundamental problem in the theory of increments is to distinguish 
NRn from NR+n. In the case n= 1 it is easy since NR is disconnected and 
NR+ is connected. But what of higher dimensions ? By considering co- 
homotopy groups we are able to distinguish them for n= 2. 
Theorem 3 : NR2# NR+2. 
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Proof : Since B\B and R+s are both extractable and NR2 = N(Rz\Bz) 
we have by Lemma 4 that 
nl(NR2) s nl(j?R2\B") and nl(NR+2) s nl(/lR+2). 
Now R+2 is contractable so nl(/?R+2) g C(R+2)/Cl(R+2) which is a divisi- 
ble group (i.e. [g] E nl(/lR+2) implies [91/n E n2(/3R+2) for every integer n). 
Consider the map f : pR2\B +- 51 defined by 
f(re’) =eie for T E R+ and 19 E [0, 2~1. 
Suppose there exist a map g : /?R2\@ + 6’1 such that 2g is homotopic to 
f then 2g]# N f I&= Id, 1 which is impossible. So [f] E z2@.ZG\IP) is not 
divisible, thus d(/lR+2) + d(fiR2-B2) and hence nl(NR+2) + d(NR2). 
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